Electron tomography reveals aspects of spindle structure important for mechanical stability at metaphase.
Metaphase spindles exert pole-directed forces on still-connected sister kinetochores. The spindle must counter these forces with extensive forces to prevent spindle collapse. In small spindles, kinetochore microtubules connect directly with the poles, and countering forces are supplied either by interdigitating microtubules that form interpolar bundles or by astral microtubules connected to the cell cortex. In bigger spindles, particularly those without structured poles, the origin of extensive forces is less obvious. We have used electron tomography of well-preserved metaphase cells to obtain structural evidence about interactions among different classes of microtubules in metaphase spindles from Chlamydomonas rheinhardti and two strains of cultured mammalian cells. In all these spindles, kinetochore microtubules approach close to and cross-bridge with the minus ends of non-kinetochore microtubules, which form a framework that interdigitates near the spindle equator. Although this structure is not pole-connected, its organization suggests that it can support kinetochore tension. Analogous arrangements of microtubules have been seen in even bigger spindles, such as metaphase spindles in Haemanthus endosperm and frog egg extracts. We present and discuss an hypothesis that rationalizes changes in spindle design with spindle size, based on the negative exponential distribution of microtubule lengths in dynamically unstable populations of tubulin polymers. [Media: see text] [Media: see text] [Media: see text] [Media: see text] [Media: see text] [Media: see text] [Media: see text].